Influence of spray nozzle aperture during high shear wet granulation on granule properties and its compression attributes.
The distribution of granulating liquid is known to affect the high shear wet granulation process but the impact of the spray nozzle attributes is still unclear. While homogenous liquid distribution can be achieved by using a spray nozzle, the effect of different nozzle aperture sizes on granule properties is not well understood. In this study, nozzles of different aperture sizes were used to introduce the granulating liquid in high shear wet granulation using different process parameters. Design of experiment approach was utilised to assess effect of process parameters on granule properties. Granules produced with different spray nozzles were evaluated for binder distribution inhomogeneity, size, shape, flowability and compression attributes such as tabletability and yield pressure. Coarser granules with better flow properties were produced using the smaller aperture size nozzle. On the other hand, granules had better tabletability and lower yield pressure when larger aperture size nozzle was used. Furthermore, size of granules produced by using larger aperture size nozzle was more affected by changes in the process variables which could be influenced by the differences in granulating liquid feed rate and spray droplet size. Although the granules aspect ratios were comparable across the nozzle aperture sizes, granules produced from smaller aperture size nozzle appeared to be rounder. Regardless of the nozzle aperture sizes, homogenous binder distribution was achieved. The findings from this study could be a useful guide to the selection of the appropriate nozzle aperture size in wet granulation.